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A system of coupled-wave equations for calculating the vector amplitudes of linearly polarized light waves at

four-wave mixing by phase-amplitude holographic gratings in a cubic photorefractive semiconductor of an arbitrary

cut belonging to the 4̄3m symmetry class is presented. The dependencies of the intensities of the polarization

components of the reversed light wave on the orientation angle for GaAs crystal of (110)-cut are calculated on the

basis of the numerical solution of the system of coupled wave equations. The obtained dependences are compared

with the known theoretical and experimental data. It is shown that the best agreement between the results of

theoretical modeling and experimental data at calculating the contra-directional four-wave mixing in GaAs crystal

of (110)-cut is achieved if formation of several phase-amplitude holographic gratings is allowed, and the contribution

of the photoelastic and inverse piezoelectric effects are taken into account together with absorption of the crystal.
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Introduction

Photorefractive crystals may be used as light-sensitive

materials in devices designed for generation, processing and

transmission of optical signals [1]. Due to the stationary

amplification of the incident light beam and the possibility

of creating a feedback providing wavefront reversal, photore-

fractive crystals are used in the design of dynamic grating

lasers [2]. Cubic photorefractive semiconductors have a

number of advantages over other photosensitive materials

because of their relatively short photorefractive response

time, low generation threshold by pumping wave capacity,

and the ability to move into the infrared range of the

spectrum [3].
The results of pioneering studies of wavefront reversal

during four-wave mixing in photorefractive semiconductors

are reported in papers [4–7]. The results of experimental

observation of degenerate four-wave mixing in GaAs : EL2

crystal are given in [4]. The paper experimentally de-

termines the photorefractive response time and predicts

the possibility of using GaAs crystals in optical devices

that must exhibit high speed and sensitivity. Practically

simultaneously paper [5] is published, which provides the

results of the experimental study of the regularities in the

four-wave interaction in InP : Fe crystal. This paper studied

the effect of an alternating electric field applied to the crystal

on the intensity of the reversed light wave and mentions

the possibility of using such crystals for processing optical

signals in the infrared range. In the paper [6] studied the

effect of an applied alternating electric field on the reflection

coefficient in the four-wave mixing in a GaAs crystal, as well

as the characteristics of the reversed wavefront. The largest

experimentally measured stationary reflection coefficient

for a GaAs crystal was 15%, with observed short-term

increase in reflection coefficient up to 510%. In paper [7]
demonstrated that recording of moving holographic gratings

and applying a constant external electric field to a GaAs : Cr

crystal causes the reflection coefficient to reach 500%.

Along with studies of wavefront reversal patterns in

photorefractive semiconductors, the possibility of using such

crystals in image processing devices and in optical oscillators

is being investigated [8,9]. The results of experiments

on wavefront reversal and image processing are presented

in [8]. It is shown that GaAs crystals, despite their

relatively small electro-optical coefficient, may be effectively

used as recording media in image processing devices.

The regularities of the four-wave mixing in Ga/AlGaAs

semiconductor lasers were analyzed in [9]. The obtained

results demonstrate that Ga/AlGaAs crystals can be an

effective source of nonlinear optical interaction in lasers.

Four-wave interaction is currently used to study and improve

semiconductor quantum dot lasers (see, e.g., [10–12]).

Theoretical analysis of light waves diffraction on holo-

graphic gratings in cubic photorefractive crystals is quite

complicated, since in addition to the linear electro-optical

effect it requires additional consideration of some recording

medium properties. When recording and reconstructing

a holographic grating in a photorefractive piezocrystal, an

essential role is played by elastic deformations arising from

the induction of electric fields [13]. Presence of elastic

deformations necessitates additional consideration of the

photoelastic and inverse piezoelectric effects when calcu-

lating the modulation of the crystal dielectric permittivity at
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optical frequencies. Anisotropy of the holographic grating

in a cubic crystal with simultaneous consideration of linear

electro-optical, photoelastic, and inverse piezoelectric effects

is calculated in[14]. When calculating diffraction efficiency

on a volume hologram, it is also necessary to take into

account the fact that a holographic grating may have a

phase-amplitude structure (mixed hologram) and represent

a combination of phase and amplitude gratings [15,16].
A phase grating arises from the spatial modulation of

the recording medium refraction index, and the amplitude

grating — the absorption index. Contribution of the

amplitude component may have a significant influence on

the diffraction efficiency of a holographic grating formed in a

cubic photorefractive crystal [17]. The paper shows that the

best agreement between the theoretical and experimental

data obtained in finding the orientation dependence of the

diffraction efficiency of the transmission hologram formed

in the Bi12TO20 (BTO) crystal is achieved by taking into

account the phase/amplitude structure of the holographic

grating. The experimental method for the separate study

of the phase and amplitude holographic grating properties

in GaAs and InP crystals, which is based on the study of

diffracted beam intensity variation dynamics in four-wave

mixing, is described in [18]. It is shown that the initial rapid

decrease of the diffracted light beam intensity is caused by

the erasure of the amplitude holographic grating and the

subsequent smooth decrease in the intensity is caused by

the erasure of the phase holographic grating.

In early theoretical papers the calculation of the four-wave

mixing in cubic photorefractive crystals neglected the joint

contribution of the photoelastic and inverse piezoelectric

effects, the phase-amplitude structure of holograms and

absorption, which could lead to noticeable deviations of

theoretical data from experimental results [19]. Optimal

conditions for wavefront reversal in cubic photorefractive

crystals of 23 symmetry class taking into account photoe-

lastic and inverse piezoelectric effects, optical activity, and

absorption were calculated in [20]. Based on the solution of

coupled wave equations, analytical expressions were found

in the paper for the transmission and reflection coefficients

in the four-wave mixing on a transmission holographic

grating with a wave vector oriented in the crystallographic

direction [1̄10], and the light waves whose wave normals

lie in the plane (001). The threshold conditions are

calculated for the generation of a reversed light front during

the interaction of non-orthogonally polarized pumping light

beams when an external meander electric field is applied to

the crystal. Analysis of the regularities in the vector four-

wave mixing on a reflection holographic grating in a cubic

optically active photorefractive piezocrystal is performed

in [21]. It is theoretically predicted in the paper that the

reflection coefficient for a BTO : Fe, Cu crystal of thickness

more than 3mm may exceed 100% when orientations are

optimally chosen by the vector of polarization of signal

and pumping waves. A system of coupled wave equations

suitable for calculating the reversed wave front at diffraction

of light beams on a reflection holographic grating in a cubic

photorefractive crystal of 23 symmetry class of arbitrary

cut is presented. Features of four-wave mixing on phase-

amplitude transmission gratings in a BTO crystal of (110)-
cut with regard to photoelastic and inverse piezoelectric

effects, optical activity, absorption, and circular dichroism

have been studied in [22]. Dependence of the reversed light

wave intensity on the orientation angle and crystal thickness

was studied theoretically. It was found experimentally that

in a 7.7mm thick BTO crystal the reflection coefficient can

reach 240%. The paper determines values of orientation

angles corresponding to the highest values of the reflection

coefficient. It is shown that the best agreement between

theoretical and experimental data is achieved if the phase-

amplitude structure of the transmission holographic gratings

formed in the BTO crystal is taken into account.

As far as we know, the problem of analyzing the

regularities of wavefront reversal on the phase-amplitude

holographic gratings in cubic photorefractive crystals of

symmetry class 4̄3m with account of photoelastic and

inverse piezoelectric effects has not been considered so far.

When solving this problem it should be taken into account

that in the general case of contra-directional four-wave

mixing in a cubic photorefractive crystal, 6 phase-amplitude

holographic gratings [2] can be formed simultaneously.

Taking these features into account in the theoretical model

will make it possible to find new regularities in the

formation of the reversed wave front in four-wave mixing in

a photorefractive semiconductor, to calculate the reflection

and transmission coefficients more accurately, and to predict

the optimal conditions for the generation of a phase-

conjugated light wave.

The purpose of this study was to construct a mathemat-

ical model suitable for describing the degenerate contra-

directional four-wave mixing on the phase-amplitude holo-

graphic gratings formed in a cubic photorefractive crystal

of symmetry class 4̄3m, and to compare the theoretical

data obtained on the basis of this model with the results

of known experimental studies. When the mathematical

model was developed, a case was considered, where a four-

wave mixing in a photorefractive crystal generated 6 phase-

amplitude holographic gratings, and the interacting waves

have linear polarization. The theoretical model will also take

into account linear electro-optical, photoelastic, and inverse

piezoelectric effects, as well as the absorption of the crystal.

Mathematical model

Let two pumping waves 1 and 2 and a signal wave 3

fall on a cubic photorefractive semiconductor (fig. 1). Let

us assume that light waves are monochromatic linearly

polarized and propagate in the incidence plane (I). Pumping

waves 1 and 2 propagate in the directions indicated by unit

vectors e1n and e2n. Direction of signal wave propagation

coincides in direction with the unit vector e3n. Wave 4

arises as a result of diffraction processes of pumping and
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Figure 1. Scheme of contra-directional four-wave mixing in a photorefractive semiconductor.

signal waves on holographic gratings formed in the crystal

and propagates in the direction of the unit vector e4n.

To describe the polarization state of j-th wave, we use or-

thonormalized basis (e j p, e js , e jn), where e jn = [e j p × e js ]
( j = 1, 2, 3, 4). Vector e j p is in the incidence plane

and is used to set p-polarization of j-th wave. Vector

e js is perpendicular to incidence plane and is used to set

s -polarization of j-th wave. Vector e jn matches in direction

the wave normal of j-th wave. Vector E j is a vector of

electric field intensity of j-th wave and is in the plane

containing vectors e j p and e js . To set orientation of vector

E j relative to the crystal, polarization azimuth ψ j is used,

which is a measure of angular distance between vectors

e j p and E j , counted clockwise, when observing along the

vector e jn.

The surface of a holographic table is parallel to plane (I),
with which the orthonormalized basis (e1, e2, e3) is stiffly

joined, where e3 = [e1 × e2]. In fig. 1 vectors e1 and

e3 lie in plane (I). Coordinate z is counted along the

positive direction of axis Oz , coinciding in direction with

the unit vector e3. The origin of the Oz axis (z = 0) is

taken as the point of its intersection with the face of the

crystal (II). The crystal can be rotated around Oz axis, and

its position relative to the holographic table is determined

using unit vectors s and q, which are rigidly fixed in the

crystallographic coordinate system. Orientation angle θ is

used to give the angle of rotation of the crystal with respect

to the axis Oz and is determined as the angular distance

between the vectors e2 and q, which is counted clockwise

in the plane (II) from vector e2 to vector q, when observing

toward vector e3. Let us assume that crystal face (II) and

the face parallel thereto are working and covered by an

antireflection coating. The distance between these faces

is equal to the thickness of d crystal, which is counted

from face (II). The angular distance between e jn vector e jn

and Oz axis is denoted as angle ϕ j , which is counted in the

plane of incidence and is equal to the Bragg angle ϕB .

The insert of fig. 1 shows the orientation of the wave

vectors of two transmission (K13,K24) and four reflective

(K12,K14,K23,K34) holographic gratings in the working co-

ordinate system, which can be formed in the opposite four-

wave interaction in a photorefractive crystal. Transmission

holograms 13 and 24 are formed as a result of pairwise

interference, respectively, of pumping wave 1 with signal

wave 3 and pumping wave 2 with wave 4. Reflection

holographic gratins 14 and 23 are formed by pairwise
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interaction of pumping wave 1 with wave 4 and pumping

wave 2 with signal wave 3. Interference of pumping waves 1

and 2 causes the formation of a reflection hologram 12. Due

to coherent interaction between signal wave 3 and wave 4,

a reflection hologram 34 may be formed.

We will search for the stationary solution of the wave

equation as a superposition of four linearly polarized light

waves:

E =

4
∑

j=1

(E j pe j p + E jse js)e
iϑ j , (1)

where E — electric intensity vector of the resultant light

field in the crystal, varying along the axis E j p, E js — p- and
s -components of vector amplitude E j , which are functions

of coordinate z ; ϑ j — the initial phase of j-th wave.

Coherent interaction of light waves produces interference

patterns in the crystal. The modulation depth of interference

patterns can be found from the following equations:

mhu =
(

Ehs Eus + EhpEup cos(ehpeup)
)

/I0, (2)

where mhu — interference pattern modulation depth hu
(hu = 12, 13, 14, 23, 24, 34); (ehpeup) — scalar

vector product. Hereafter, the upper index hu means

that the parameter is found with respect to holo-

graphic grating hu. The resulting intensity of the light

field inside the crystal I0 is found by the formula:

I0 = E2
1s + E2

1p + E2
2s + E2

2p + E2
3s + E2

3p + E2
4s + E2

4p.

Using equations (1), (2), the coupled wave equations

can be derived from the wave equation in the slowly

varying amplitudes approximation, which are further used

to analyze the regularities of the contra-directional four-

wave mixing on two transmission and four reflection phase-

amplitude gratings formed in a photorefractive crystal of

4̄3m symmetry class of arbitrary cut:

dE1p

dz
= (κ1p2p + σ1p2p)E2p + (κ1p2s + σ1p2s)E2s

+ (κ1p3p + σ1p3p)E3p + (κ1p3s + σ1p3s)E3s

+ (κ1p4p + σ1p4p)E4p + (κ1p4s + σ1p4s)E4s − α1E1p, (3)

dE1s

dz
= (κ1s2p + σ1s2p)E2p + (κ1s2s + σ1s2s)E2s

+ (κ1s3p + σ1s3p)E3p + (κ1s3s + σ1s3s)E3s

+ (κ1s4p + σ1s4p)E4p + (κ1s4s + σ1s4s)E4s − α1E1s , (4)

dE2p

dz
= (−κ2p1p + σ2p1p)E1p + (−κ2p1s + σ2p1s)E1s

+ (κ2p3p + σ2p3p)E3p + (κ2p3s + σ2p3s)E3s

+ (κ2p4p + σ2p4p)E4p + (κ2p4s + σ2p4s)E4s − α2E2p, (5)

dE2s

dz
= (−κ2s1p + σ2s1p)E1p + (−κ2s1s + σ2s1s)E1s

+ (κ2s3p + σ2s3p)E3p + (κ2s3s + σ2s3s)E3s

+ (κ2s4p + σ2s4p)E4p + (κ2s4s + σ2s4s)E4s − α2E2s , (6)

dE3p

dz
= (−κ3p1p + σ3p1p)E1p + (−κ3p1s + σ3p1s )E1s

+ (−κ3p2p + σ3p2p)E2p + (−κ3p2s + σ3p2s)E2s

+ (κ3p4p + σ3p4p)E4p + (κ3p4s + σ3p4s )E4s − α3E3p, (7)

dE3s

dz
= (−κ3s1p + σ3s1p)E1p + (−κ3s1s + σ3s1s)E1s

+ (−κ3s2p + σ3s2p)E2p + (−κ3s2s + σ3s2s)E2s

+ (κ3s4p + σ3s4p)E4p + (κ3s4s + σ3s4s)E4s − α3E3s , (8)

dE4p

dz
= (−κ4p1p + σ4p1p)E1p + (−κ4p1s + σ4p1s )E1s

+ (−κ4p2p + σ4p2p)E2p + (−κ4p2s + σ4p2s )E2s

+ (−κ4p3p + σ4p3p)E3p + (−κ4p3s + σ4p3s )E3s − α4E4p,

(9)
dE4s

dz
= (−κ4s1p + σ4s1p)E1p + (−κ4s1s + σ4s1s)E1s

+ (−κ4s2p + σ4s2p)E2p + (−κ4s2s + σ4s2s)E2s

+ (−κ4s3p + σ4s3p)E3p + (−κ4s3s + σ4s3s)E3s − α4E4s .

(10)
In coupled wave equations the following

notations are agreed: κhbut=
(

κ0(ehb1η̂
hueut)

)

/ cosϕh,

σhbut=
(

σ0(ehb1σ̂
hueut)

)

/ cosϕh, αh = α/ cosϕh, where

κ0 = πn3
0/(2λ) — coupling constant of phase holographic

grating, σ0 = −π/(nc) — coupling constant of amplitude

holographic grating, 1η̂hu — disturbances of inverse tensor

of dielectric permeability of crystal, compliant with phase

holographic grating hu, 1σ̂ hu — disturbances of crystal con-

ductivity tensor, compliant with amplitude holographic grat-

ing hu, n0 — refraction index of undisturbed crystal, α —
coefficient of natural absorption of crystal, λ — wave length,

c — speed of light in vacuum; h, u = 1, 2, 3, 4; b, t = p, s .
Equations to find disturbances of the inverse dielectric per-

meability tensor 1η̂hu of a cubic crystal taking into account

the joint action of photoelastic and inverse piezoelectric

effects are given in [23]. Disturbances of cubic crystal con-

ductivity tensor in the linear approximation by contrast are

calculated from the following equation: 1σ̂ hu = mhuσ huδkn,

where σ hu — conductivity coefficients, δkn — single

symmetric second rank tensor. To derive the coupled wave

equations (3)−(10), it was assumed that the spatial shifts of

the phase and amplitude gratings with respect to the corre-

sponding interference patterns are π/2 and 0, respectively.

When solving the coupled wave equations (3)−(10),
parameters of GaAs crystal were used, compliant with

wave length λ = 1064 · 10−9 m and borrowed from

papers [19,24,25]: absorption index α = 410m−1 [19];
refraction index of undisturbed crystal n0 = 3.48 [24]; elec-
trooptic coefficient r41 = −1.43 · 10−12 m/V [24]; elasticity
coefficients c1 = 11.88 · 1010 N/m2, c2 = 5.38 · 1010 N/m2,

c3 = 5.94 · 1010 N/m2 [24]; photoelastic effect coefficients

p1 = −0.165, p2 = p3 = −0.14, p4 = −0.072 [25]; piezo-
electric coefficient e14 = 0.154 C/m2 [24]. Here we adopt
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the following notations for the nonzero components of the

linear electrooptic (r̂S), photoelastic (p̂E) and inverse piezo-

electric (ê) effects and elasticity tensor (ĉE) components:

rS
123 = rS

132 = rS
213 = rS

231 = rS
312 = rS

321 ≡ r41, pE
11 = pE

22 =
= pE

33 ≡ p1, pE
12 = pE

23 = pE
31 ≡ p2, pE

13 = pE
21 = pE

32 ≡

≡ p3, pE
44 = pE

55 = pE
66 ≡ p4, e123 = e132 = e123 = e231 =

= e312 = e321 ≡ e14, cE
11 = cE

22 = cE
33 ≡ c1, cE

12 = cE
13 =

= cE
23 = cE

21 = cE
31 = cE

32 ≡ c2, cE
44 = cE

55 = cE
66 ≡ c3.

The index S for the linear electrooptic effect tensor r̂S

means that the r41 component of the linear electrooptic

effect tensor was measured for the clamped crystal; the

components of the elasticity ĉE and photoelastic effect p̂E

tensors were measured at a constant electric field. In the

calculations, the ratios of light wave intensities and the

value of the Bragg angle ϕB in air were chosen based on

the data presented in [19]. Initial conditions for solving

the two-point boundary problem were chosen as follows:

E1p(0) = E1 cosψ1, E1s(0) = E1 sinψ1, E2p(d) = E2 cosψ2,

E2s(d) = E2 sinψ2, E3p(0) = E3 cosψ3, E3s(0) = E3 sinψ3,

E4p(d) = 0, E4s(d) = 0.

The numerical solution of the coupled wave equa-

tions (3)−(10) was performed using the well-known shoot-

ing method [26].

Produced findings and their analysis

Fig. 2 and 3 present curves of dependencies of p-

polarized (I4p in fig. 2, a and fig. 3, b) and s-polarized

(I4s in fig. 2, b and fig. 3, a) components of wave 4 from

orientation angle θ, which are produced by theoretical

and experimental methods when researching the contra-

directional four-wave mixing in GaAs crystal of (110)-
cut with thickness of d = 1.5 · 10−3 m. Data in fig. 2

and 3 is produced for cases when pumping wave 1 and

signal wave 3 have the same s -polarization, and pumping

wave 2 is polarized either in incidence plane (fig. 2), or

perpendicularly thereto (fig. 3). Dark points in figures

correspond to experimental data given in [19] and indicate

orientation dependencies I4p(θ) and I4s(θ). Dashed lines in

fig. 2 and 3 correspond to curves of dependencies I4p(θ)
and I4s(θ), produced in [19] based on analytical solution of

coupled waves equations.

As seen from the figures, periodicities of I4p(θ) and

I4s(θ) dependence curves produced by theoretical and

experimental method are practically the same. Whereas

when comparing theoretically calculated curve of depen-

dence with the corresponding experimental curve it may

be detected that in the surroundings of local maxima

the intensity values I4p (I4s ), produced theoretically and

experimentally, may differ significantly. For example, if

p-polarized pumping wave 2 is used, theoretically cal-

culated value I4p in the local maximum of dependence

I4p(θ) (fig. 2, a), achieved at θ ≈ 320◦ , exceeds experi-

mental value I4p practically twice. A similar difference

between the intensity values I4s obtained theoretically

and experimentally at p-polarized pumping wave 2, is
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Figure 2. Dependencies of intensities of p-polarized (a) and

s -polarized (b) components of light wave 4 from oriented angle θ

at p-polarized wave 2: points — experiment given in paper [19];
dashed line — theoretical curve given in [19]; solid line —
theoretical curve produced on the basis of numerical solution of

coupled waves equations (3)−(10).

achieved at the local maximum of the dependence graph

I4s(θ), corresponding to the zero value of the orientation

angle (fig. 2, b). When s -polarized pumping wave 2

is used, the largest difference between the intensities

of the wave 4 components determined theoretically and

experimentally is noticeably smaller. When intensity of

s -polarized component of wave 4 was found in case

when pumping wave 2 has s -polarization, the largest

difference is obtained at θ ≈ 270◦ (fig. 3, a): experimentally

found value I4s is higher than the theoretically calculated

one approximately 1.45 times. The largest difference in

local maxima of graphs I4p(θ), obtained theoretically and

experimentally, in case of s -polarized pumping wave 2 is

achieved at θ ≈ 0◦ . In this case, the theoretically calculated

value of I4p is 1.7 times greater than the experimental

value.

If we consider the theoretical graphs of the dependence

I4p(θ) and I4s(θ) obtained in [19], we can see that the

intensity values in the local maxima are either equal to

each other, or correspond to two different values. For

example, in fig. 2, a values I4p in the local maxima

of the dependence graph I4p(θ) are almost equal and

approximately equal amount to 400 nW/cm2. In fig. 2, b

and fig. 3 the values of intensities in the local maxima

of dependence graphs I4p(θ) and I4s(θ) are equal to
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300 nW/cm2 or 120 nW/cm2. However, this does not

quite correspond to the experimental data given in [19].
As can be seen from figs. 2 and 3, the values of I4p

and I4s in the local maxima of the experimental curves

do not correspond to one or two fixed values and can

differ significantly from each other. Such a difference in

the theoretical and experimental data may be caused by

neglecting a number of properties of the crystalline medium

and the holographic gratings formed in the photorefractive

semiconductor in the theoretical model. It is stated in [19]
that the difference in the theoretical and experimental

data may be due to the lack of accounting for diffraction

contribution of light waves on the amplitude holographic

gratings formed in a GaAs crystal. At the same time

it should be noted that the possibility of simultaneous

recording of several holographic gratings in the contra-

directional four-wave mixing in a photorefractive crystal was

not taken into account in this paper. Besides, influence

of photoelastic and inverse piezoelectric effects, which

may have a significant effect on the polarization and

energy characteristics of the light beams diffracted on the

holographic gratings [27], was neglected in the coupled

wave equations given in [19].

In Figs. 2 and 3 the dependence graphs I4p(θ) and

I4s(θ) are shown in solid lines, which are obtained

from the numerical solution of the coupled wave equa-
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Figure 3. Dependencies of intensities of s -polarized (a) and

p-polarized (b) components of light wave 4 from oriented angle θ

at s -polarized wave 2: points — experiment given in paper [19];
dashed line — theoretical curve given in [19]; solid line —
theoretical curve produced on the basis of numerical solution of

coupled waves equations (3)−(10).

tions (3)−(10). A number of assumptions were made

when calculating the theoretical curves. It was assumed

that the four-wave interaction produced 2 transmission and

4 reflection holographic gratings. It was assumed that

the transmission holographic gratings, which correspond

to wave vectors K13 and K24, and the reflection holo-

graphic gratings, which correspond to wave vectors K12

and K34, have a phase-amplitude structure. When pump-

ing wave 2 interacts with signal wave 3 and pumping

wave 1 - with wave 4, reflection holographic gratings

with wave vectors directed parallel to the crystallographic

direction [110] are formed. In this case, phase reflection

holographic gratings in cubic photorefractive crystals are

not formed [28], and to solve the coupled wave equa-

tions (3)−(10) it was assumed that the reflection gratings

are purely amplitude. The calculations also took into

account the joint contribution of photoelastic and inverse

piezoelectric effects in the formation of the holographic

gratings, as well as the absorption of the GaAs crys-

tal.

As follows from figs. 2 and 3, in the numerical calcula-

tions the joint account of the above factors makes it possible

not only to achieve a coincidence of the periodicity of the

theoretical and experimental curves, but also to reach co-

ordination of the intensities in the polarization components

of wave 4 in the surroundings of the local maxima in the

dependence graphs I4p(θ) and I4s(θ). For example, if to

obtain the coupled wave equations (3)−(10), diffraction of

light waves is taken into account simultaneously on several

holographic gratings, it leads to difference of intensity

values in the local maxima of the dependence graphs

I4p(θ) and I4s(θ). Appropriate selection of electric field

intensity values for the spatial charge in the photorefractive

semiconductor and the amplitude coupling constants can

achieve a more accurate coincidence between the theoretical

and experimental data. Results of numerical simulation

show that changing phase and amplitude coupling constants

of one of six holographic gratings does not necessarily lead

to intensity changes simultaneously in all local maxima of

the dependence graph. As a rule, varying the phase and

amplitude coupling constants of the holographic grating

leads to changing the values I4p and I4s in the local maxima,

symmetrically located relative to the values of orientation

angles.

Consideration of the joint contribution of the pho-

toelastic and inverse piezoelectric effects in the guided

wave equations influences significantly the dependence

graphs I4p(θ), I4s(θ) and is one of the conditions for

the successful coordination of the theoretical and exper-

imental curves. Under the influence of these effects,

depending on the orientation angle, there may be both

an increase in the intensity of the polarization compo-

nent of the wave 4 and its decrease. In this case

there is a small (about several degrees) change in the

values of the orientation angle, when local maxima of

dependence graphs I4p(θ) and I4s(θ) are reached. When

”
is included“ in the guided wave equations (3)−(10)
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of crystal absorption, there is a quantitative decrease in

the intensity of the polarization component of wave 4.

The greatest decrease in intensity is achieved in the

surroundings of the local maxima of I4p(θ) and I4s(θ)
dependence graphs. In the surroundings of local maxima

the intensity remains practically unchanged. No qualitative

transformation of I4p(θ) and I4s(θ) dependence graphs

has been observed during
”
inclusion of“ crystal absorp-

tion.

Conclusion

A system of guided wave equations suitable for calcu-

lating degenerate contra-directional four-wave mixing on

6 holographic (2 transmission and 4 reflection) phase-

amplitude holographic gratings formed in a cubic photore-

fractive crystal of 4̄3m symmetry class is presented. When

the mathematical model was constructed, the case was

considered when the light waves incident on the crystal

have linear polarization, and the crystal grating has an

arbitrary orientation relative to the holographic table. The

joint contribution of linear electro-optical, photoelastic, and

inverse piezoelectric effects has been taken into account

in the mathematical model, as well as crystal absorption.

Based on comparison of the results of the numerical

solution of the obtained guided wave equations with the

known experimental data, it is shown that more accurate

results of calculating the intensity of the polarization

components of the reversed wave are achieved when

the contributions of all diffraction processes occurring

on the transmission and reflection holographic gratings

formed during opposite four-wave interaction in the pho-

torefractive crystal are promptly taken into account. At

the same time it should be noted that a photorefractive

semiconductor may form holographic gratings with phase-

amplitude structure. Accounting of the photoelastic effect

together with the inverse piezoelectric effect and crystal

absorption leads to a more accurate prediction of the

local maxima in graphs of dependences between reverse

wave polarization component intensity and orientation an-

gle.
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